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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we propose an attention based method to provide 
convenient browsing experience on mobile devices. To achieve 
this, we extract video summary in both temporal and spatial 
domains. Firstly, an improved video attention analysis method 
is performed to obtain attention distribution of video. Then, 
temporal summarization is carried out by extracting attended 
frames from attended shots to make the summary representative 
and fluent. And spatial summary is further generated by 
detecting the Regions of Interest (ROIs) of temporal summary 
frames. At this stage, to improve the viewing experience, a 
curve fitting based smoothing method is proposed to avoid 
drastic change of ROIs’ positions and sizes. Finally, we will 
obtain the spatial-temporal summary to be displayed on screens 
of mobile devices. Experimental results verify the effectiveness 
of this method.1 
 

Index Terms— visual attention, spatial-temporal summary, 
mobile environment 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The rapid development of mobile devices provides users with 
the convenience to access video from anywhere at any time. 
However, there are two gaps existing in video browsing on 
mobile devices. The first one is between the huge amount of 
video data and limited browsing time. The second one is 
between the high resolution of video data and the small size of 
mobile device’s screen. In this paper, we propose a method to 
bridge the two gaps by generating spatial-temporal summary 
for fast video browsing in mobile environment. 

Video summarization is a key technique for managing 
large video library and can be used to bridge the first gap. A 
great deal of research has been done on video summarization as 
reviewed in [1] especially with the new trend of using visual 
attention analysis [2, 3]. In [2, 3], by performing attention 
analysis, attention curve is firstly obtained. Then the frames 
around each crest of the curve are extracted as summary.  
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The second gap exists in both image and video browsing on 
small screens. The early works are mainly about image, 
including resolution adaptation [4], virtual video generating [5] 
and fisheye view warping [6]. In these methods, Regions of 
Interest (ROIs) are displayed with higher resolution while other 
regions are neglected or shrunk. Similarly, for videos, ROIs of 
each video frame can be firstly detected and then displayed 
with higher priority. However, a problem must be considered in 
video browsing is that the changing of ROIs’ positions should 
keep stable to maintain viewing experience. Generally, an 
optimal path of ROIs’ positions is generated to present a virtual 
moving [7, 8]. If multi attended objects exist in a frame, the 
video frame can be recomposed by shrinking the less important 
regions between the attended objects [9, 10]. Besides the above 
attention based methods, a bidirectional similarity measure is 
also proposed [11]. 

In this paper, we propose to extract spatial-temporal video 
summary in three steps. The overall framework is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. In the first step, an improved video attention analysis 
method, which considers temporal contrast, is utilized to obtain 
the attention values of each pixel, frame and shot. In the second 
step, to protect the summary from being too fragmented, only 
the attended shots are chosen as candidate shots. From these 
candidate shots, continuous frames of high attention values are 
extracted to construct the temporal summary. And each 
candidate shot’s summary length is determined by its attention 
value. In the third step, ROIs of temporal summary frames are 
firstly extracted and then their positions and areas are smoothed 
by using a cubic polynomial curve fitting based method. 

 
Fig. 1. Overall framework of spatial-temporal 

summarization method. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the method of video attention analysis. Section 3 and 4 
present the temporal and spatial video summarization 
approaches respectively. Section 5 provides the experimen-tal 
results. Finally the paper is concluded in section 6. 
 

2. VIDEO ATTENTION ANALYSIS 
 
To summarize video perceptively, it is necessary to obtain its 
spatial and temporal attention distributions. We expand our 
existing method [12] which only utilizes inner frame attention 
by considering temporal context. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 
2. 
 
2.1. Spatial Attention Distribution Analysis 
 
To obtain the spatial attention distribution, our previous work 
of video attention analysis [12] is adopted. For each frame, this 
method produces a saliency map. 
 
2.2. Temporal Attention Distribution Analysis 
In the existing work [2, 3, 12], frame attention value is 
calculated as the weighted sum of pixels’, referred as inner 
frame attention in this paper. However, temporal context, which 
also plays an important role in video, is neglected. In our work, 
we evaluate the attention value of frame by considering both 
inner frame attention and temporal contrast. 
 
2.2.1.Temporal Contrast Calculation 
In spatial domain, if strong contrast exists between a region and 
its surrounding area, this region will attract a lot of viewer’s 
attention. Similarly in temporal domain, we always pay more 
attention to frames which have strong contrast with preceding 
ones. The difference is that temporal contrast only distributes in 
one dimension and the following frames make no effect on the 
current frame. 

RGB color histogram and motion direction histogram are 
adopted to measure the difference between frames.  

The color difference between two frames is computed as: 
( , ) 1 min{ ( ), ( )}color i j

k

I i j HC k HC k                                    (1) 

where ( )iHC k is the k th bin of the i th frame’s histogram. Then 
color temporal contrast of each frame can be obtained: 
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where l is the length of context window which is set as 5 in our 
work. ( )w k is the weight for considering that the nearer frames 
take more effect. The motion temporal contrast is calculated 
similarly. Finally, the total temporal contrast of each frame is:  

( ) ( ) ( ) 2color motionTTC i TC i TC i                                            (3) 
 
2.2.2.Temporal Attention Combination 
By combining inner frame attention and temporal contrast, 
attention value of each frame FAV  is calculated as follows. 

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )FFAV i TTC i S i                                        (4) 
The details for calculating ( )FS i  can be seen in [12]. is 

the impact weight and is set empirically to be 0.3 in our 
experiment. Each shot’s attention value SAV  is calculated by 
summing up its frames’ attention values:  

   shot 
( ) ( )

frame i t

SAV t FAV i                                                    (5) 

 
3. TEMPORAL VIDEO SUMMARIZATION 

 
In [2, 3], video summary is extracted from every shot. This may 
result in excessive fragmentation of the summary. For example, 
the average shot length of the experiment data in [2] is about 5 
seconds. Given a 25% skimming ratio, the average length of 
continuous summary clips will be about only 1.25 second under 
the assumption that there is one key frame in each shot. The 
fragmentation may defect the summary’s viewing effect. So in 
this paper, we propose a new method to extract more fluent 
summary. The detail is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 

 

Spatial Attention 
Distribution Analysis

Temporal Attention 
Distribution Analysis

Camera 
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Temporal Contrast 
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Global Feature 
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Attention Value of Each 
Frame and Shot

Attention Value 
of Each Pixel

Contrast Motion

  
 Fig. 2. Flowchart of video attention analysis. 

Initializations:  
PSL -- preset summary length 

[ ]L t -- length of the t th shot 
[ ]SB t -- beginning frame’s index of the t th shot 
[ ]SE t -- ending frame’s index of the t th shot 

[ ]SAV t -- attention value of the t th shot 
Algorithm steps: 
1) Shot ranking: Firstly we rank all shots by attention 
values: 1 2[ ] [ ] ...SAV k SAV k  , ik  is the shot index. 
2) Shot selecting: To make summary fluent, we increase the 
length of continuous summary clips by only choosing 
attended shots as candidates. Number of candidate shots 

is NCS :
1

arg min{ [ ] 3 }
t

i
t i

NCS L k PSL  

3) Summary length assigning: We assign each candidate 
shot with a summary length SL according to its attention 
value. 

( ) { ( ) , ( )}SL t Min PSL SAV t TSAV L t  
TSAV is the total attention value of all candidate shots.
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Fig. 3. Temporal summarization algorithm. 

 
4. SPATIAL VIDEO SUMMARIZATION 

 
To display the summary clearly on mobile devices, we further 
summarize the temporal summary in spatial domain by 
extracting the ROI of each frame. However, the positions of 
ROIs may change irregularly and result in shaking of frames. 
So a polynomial curve fitting based method is proposed to 
generate a smooth path of ROIs’ positions. 
 
4.1. ROI Extraction 
 
By utilizing the method in Cheng’s work [9], each frame’s ROI 
is extracted using its saliency map as following: 
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where ( , )cx cy  is the ROI’s center, w and h are its width and 
height. TS is the sum of all pixels’ saliency values. ,i jS is the 
saliency value of pixel ( , )i j . M and N are original frame’s 
width and height respectively. 

In order to display the video with no distortion, we modify 
the aspect ratio (width/height) of the ROI to fit the target screen. 
If aspect ratio of ROI RAR  exceeds that of screen SAR , the 
height of ROI is adjusted to be _region width SAR ; otherwise, 
the width of ROI is modified to be _region height SAR . 
 
4.2. Position Smoothing 
 
In two-dimensional space, a rectangle is determined by five 
independent factors: center’s x-coordinate, y-coordinate, area, 
aspect ratio and inclination. In our application, ROI’s aspect 
ratio is fixed as that of target screen and inclination is fixed as 
zero. So only the other three need to be smoothed. 

For the independence of the three factors, we can smooth 
them respectively. The problem can be transformed into “Given 
some points in two-dimensional space, how to obtain a smooth 
curve to closely match them”. Take ROI area as example, the 
points are set as , ii Area , where i  and iArea are frame’s index 
and ROI area respectively. What we need is to obtain a smooth 
curve ( )y f x  to fit these points, and new ROI’s area of the 
i th frame is modified to ( )f i . To solve the problem, we 
propose a novel approach as illustrated in Fig. 4: 

 
Fig. 4. Smoothing method. 

 

 
Using this method, we smooth x-coordinates and y-

coordinates of ROI’s centers and ROIs’ areas respectively. Fig. 
5 shows an example of smoothing for the ROIs’ areas. 
Consequently, the ROIs as final spatial-temporal summary are 
displayed in screen while other regions are discarded. 
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The proposed method is tested on 6 videos of different genres, 
as illustrated in Table 1. Target resolution of the mobile screen 
is 300*200 in this evaluation. And this can be adjusted to other 
resolutions under different scenarios. The length of summary is 
set as 20% of the original video. 

No. Resolution Length Genre 
1 672*288 4 56 action movie 
2 640*480 4 14 science and education film 
3 640*480 6 52 cartoon 
4 640*360 9 37 comedy 
5 640*480 1 08 home video 
6 352*288 8 40 sports video 

Table 1. Video information 
 

      We adopt user study to evaluate the resulting summaries in 
three aspects. 1) Does the temporal summary represent the most 
absorbing clips of the video in temporal domain? 2) Does the  

 Fig. 5. Smoothing result. The irregular curve denotes the 
values before smoothing while the regular one denotes the 
values after smoothing by our method. 

 Segmenting: To more closely match the original data, 
we segment them in each summary clip into smaller 
clips whose lengths are limited to a fixed number 
defined as SCL (Smaller Clip Length). And we fit the 
points in each smaller clip respectively. If SCL is too 
small, the whole clip will be interrupted too frequently. 
And if SCL is too large, the fitted curve will have 
significant bias with the original points. In our 
experiments, we set SCL to be 60 corresponding to 
about 2-3 seconds. 

 Fitting: We find a curve which closely matches the 
fixed points in each smaller clip. 

 Firstly, we use a polynomial function 
1

1 0( ) n
nf x a x a x a  as prototype. With the 

increase of n , the fitted curve can match the 
original points better but change more drastically, 
which will result in drastic shake of ROI. We 
empirically set it as cube in our experiments. 

 Then binary linear regression is utilized to obtain 
the values of 3a , 2a , 1a and 0a .  

 Finally, the old values are replaced with ( )f i , 
where i is frame index. 

4) Frame selecting: We utilize a sliding window to select 
the continuous frames with highest attention values in each 
shot as the temporal summary. The first frame’s index of 
the summary for the t th shot is: 

( ) 1

( ) ( ) ( ) 1 0
( ) argmax { ( )}

SL t

SB t i SE t SL t j
BeginIndex t FAV i j  
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spatial summary accords well with real ROI in spatial domain? 
3) Does the summary look fluent in temporal domain and 
smooth (without drastic shake) in spatial domain? 14 users are 
invited to evaluate the experimental results. The users are 
requested to score the results for each test video. The scores are 
scaled from 1 to 5 to represent the satisfactory degree with 1 
representing not satisfying at all and 5 representing very 
satisfying. Each result’s mean and variance are illustrated in 
Fig. 7. It can be seen that all the variances are below 1, which 
means the evaluation is reliable. And almost all means are 
above 4 (satisfying) except the home video (No. 5). This is 
because the home video is captured with drastic camera shake 
and the shot boundary detection method is not robust to this 
situation. It segments this video, which is only 1 08  length, 
into as many as 91 shots. This makes the summary too 
fragmentized to be viewed fluently.  

 
The results indicate that the proposed method can generate 

representative and enjoyable spatial-temporal video summary 
for mobile devices. Fig.6 shows some examples of the final 
summary frames which will be displayed on screen. The first 
row shows the original frame. To make no distortion, some 
areas are displayed with black background. The second row 
shows the extracted spatial summary frames. It can be seen that 
the summaries well represent the original frames and are clearer. 
Details of the experimental and resulting summary videos can 
be found in:  
http://www.jdl.ac.cn/en/project/mrhomepage/XKQIU/sum.htm. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper, we propose a spatial-temporal video 
summarization method for video browsing on small screen 
mobile devices. An improved video attention analysis method 
is utilized to obtain the spatial-temporal attention distribution of 
video. This method considers temporal contrast factor and so 
accords with human perception well. The temporal 
summarization method is simple and practical to ensure the 
temporal summary representative and fluent. And the spatial 

summarization method extracts ROIs globally and can well 
solve the ROI positions’ shaking problem. The results of our 
experiments show that this approach behaves well. 
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Fig. 7. User study result.  

Fig.6. Examples of spatial summary. 
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